HOW
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AND
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RESILIENCE

How following the “Top 4 Tips for
building your resilience” can reset your
ability to thrive in difficult circumstance,
to have a positive attitude and to
achieve your leadership and career
goals in 2021. A simple guide to
setting goals, practices and behaviours
for a successful career, a healthy
mindset and leading from home in our
global virtual environment
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INTRODUCTION
2020 has presented exceptional challenges and unprecedented change to all of our lives.
Working from home, trying to juggle and stay on top of it all has been overwhelming for many
of us balancing work pressures, feelings of isolation and worries about the future. And
somewhere along the way, where we’ve been able to stop and experience a moment of joy
and appreciation for what’s precious to us, maybe it’s triggered thoughts or ideas on the
possibility for change! The ‘What if…’ moment, when we look at what we do and how we do
it and realise that life isn’t a rehearsal and we’re ready to make some professional changes!
That’s actually the first step! The second step is taking action. Learning about resilient
behavior, learn about the science, how you operate best and how to set goals, practices and
behaviours for the new Resilient You!
Interested? In this informative guide, we outline the Top 4 Tips to get you resilience-ready and
how you can get started with EQ.ie taking you through the process that suits you. But first, we
provide some examples on 3 typical scenarios and how resilience can play a transformative
role in your future outlook.

TAKE ANNE…

TAKE ANNE
Anne is a product manager working in an SME. She has a small team that she works well with. Since
COVID she has been working remotely.
In the past she would have to be very organised, plan meals, school uniforms, shopping, cleaning etc
over the weekend to keep things running smoothly at home during the week. When she and her husband
arrive home at 6.30pm the family would eat and spend the evening together. When the children have
gone to bed, she would often take out some work to complete or maybe get out for a walk if she had
the energy.
The to do list grows all the time and there are deadlines to meet which are often very stressful. At those
times Anne would work late into the evenings and weekends and be very wound up even at home.
Anne is quick to learn and can get through a huge amount of work when she is focused. She is often
described as driven because she just keeps moving forward, meeting people, making decisions,
motivating and keeping people accountable and pushing the projects forward. Sometimes the pace is
relentless, but Anne seems to be able to cope with it.

TAKE ANNE
Since the lockdown Anne is now working from home. The children have gone back to school and Anne
has noticed that the pace in the house has relaxed somewhat. They still get up at the same time, but
there is no mad rush to get out. Everything is still ready, but the panic of the morning seems to be gone.
She or her husband will drop the children to school which she likes. When she comes back, her husband
will have left as he is back in the office. She does a quick tidy of the kitchen, puts on a wash, has a
quick read of the newspapers before sitting at her desk at 9am. She finds working from home so more
productive and much less stressful. She still connects in with her team, her colleagues, and works through
the projects as before but it takes less time as there are no distractions. She finds that she takes a short
break in the morning, walking outside in the sunshine for a while. She wonders if there is some way to
keep working like this. In fact, she has been doing this job for nearly 12 years with the same company –
maybe a change would be good for her. Perhaps part time, or even set up her own business.
However, there is a real fear here because she knows this job inside out. Actually, it doesn’t really excite
her anymore, it’s just going through the motions really. Can she afford to leave and do something else?
She doesn’t know. What skills does she have? Who would hire her? What would she do? The children
will be growing up fast and she doesn’t want to be so busy on the treadmill of work that she misses it.
What does she want from her career anyway?

TAKE ANNE
Anne starts to realise that the job she does has a big impact on her mental and physical self. The
stress on a product launch project is enormous and the responsibility is huge. She thinks about how
much better she is sleeping at the moment, that she gets a walk in every single day and that she is
eating much better because she has more time to think about it and to make healthy meals.
Anne does not want to go back to her job the way it was. Even if she was to work from home for
another 6 months, she feels that she is disconnected from the goals and mission of the company that
she joined 12 years ago. Looking back she realises that she should have left a few years back and
that she is mentally absent from home a lot, when she is at home. Anne is at a crossroads. Is she
suffering from burnout?

ANNE HAS OPTIONS. SHE DECIDES TO
INVEST IN WHAT HAPPENS NEXT AND:
• Learn about the impact of physical resilience – realise that her life of working at a relentless pace,
not sleeping, worrying, not eating properly has a long -term impact and can lead to burnout.
• Learn about cognitive resilience- become aware of what is going on in her thoughts. How come she
wasn’t aware of this before? She will learn to set realistic expectations for herself and her team. She
will learn how to control what she can and not worry about the rest. While she can focus really well
and deliver really well – this is exhausting, and she needs to ensure she has recovery time.
• Learn about emotional intelligence – tapping into her reserves of courage to make a change in her
life, to manage her fears and perhaps look at ways to develop herself more.
• Explore her purpose and passion – what she does for others, and what she does for herself. This
gives her a sense of feeling grounded and helps her make decisions that are aligned with her
values in life.

• Uncover her beliefs, her values and what is important to her. Consider all the good things she has in
life and perhaps introduce mindfulness to help her relax a bit more. This creates a sense of
perspective.
• Consider her purpose and passion – what does she love to do and how can she do more of it in her
life and career.
• She will also explore her career drivers to understand what she needs to have from a career at
this stage of her working life. She will do a Skills Audit to list down all the things she has done in
the past, jobs she has been proud of and note the skills she used. This will give her confidence in
her ability and also allow her to prepare a CV or talk to a prospective employer fluently about
her past career, if she decides to go that way.

***************************************************************************************************************

TAKE LOUISE

TAKE LOUISE…
Louise has been part of the team for nearly three years now. The manager of the group has just
handed in his notice and Louise is being prepared to take over the role. She is really excited to see
herself being thought of in this way, being promoted and getting a nice uplift in salary and title. Louise is
a hardworking knowledgeable person. She has plenty of experience and is quite confident and
capable. She is good with people although a bit blunt at times but it would seem that she is very
respected overall.
However, Louise is a bit apprehensive. Firstly, it is hard to step out of the team and suddenly become
the leader. Perhaps there are other people who had their eye on the job and now they will have to
work for her. That might be very difficult.

TAKE LOUISE…
The last boss had tons of experience, she just seemed to know what to do – she has no idea about
leading a team, about setting goals and delegating. She is not sure how to start with the team. She
doesn’t know what her “brand” is, or her leadership style or what she should be doing better. When
she thinks about this she starts to stress out. Then she starts to think that maybe she shouldn’t have taken
the role, maybe she is not ready yet. What will she do if no one listens to her, or they all disagree with
her. She doesn’t know all about other people’s areas – she only knows her own. Why on earth would
they follow her?

LOUISE HAS OPTIONS. SHE DECIDES TO
FOCUS ON:
• Cognitive resilience – she will learn about how she talks to herself and how that erodes her confidence.
She will learn about the resilience spiral and how it moves downwards if you don’t master stress. She
will learn how to make it move upwards. She will also learn how to set goals, how to take action and
most importantly to control the things she can.
• She will learn about purpose – to think about the purpose of her team, what does she want for this
team, and then how to work with the team to achieve it.
• She will think about her values, how she wants to be perceived and how she wants the team to be
perceived in the organization
• She will learn about emotional resilience or EQ and in that she will become more self- aware – about
how she shows up in the world and to her team. She will build on her strengths of confidence and selfreliance and work on her ability to influence, motivate and communicate with her team.

o She will learn how to manage her emotions so as not to get stressed when she is faced with something
daunting and how to manage her fears. She will use her natural enthusiasm to motivate the group and
her good people skills to build relationships that support her.
o Louise will learn about spiritual resilience which will teach her how to use mindfulness in stressful moments,
but also to express her values and understand her beliefs. This will help her to be an authentic leader
– not to copy someone else but to bring herself to the role. It will also remind her that it does not all
have to be this serious – a bit of humour and fun is important too.
o She will also learn that good leaders look after their own mental and physical well-being and
that good eating and exercise habits will help her sleep. This will give her the vitality to create an
environment for success, for her and for her team.

TAKE BRIAN…

TAKE BRIAN

TAKE BRIAN…
Brian is a mid-level leader. He has a team of 10 people and reports into Tom, his manager. He is
good at his job and gets on well with people. He is energetic and likes to think of himself as tough but
fair. He works hard and expects others to do the same. He can be blunt sometimes, but in general he is
well respected. His team are high performing and get results.
Brian takes a lot on. He doesn’t say no. He is really juggling – trying to keep all the balls in the air,
working through lunch, at his desk. He often has the feeling that there is so much to do and he just isn’t
getting to the high level work where his best value is. He feels swamped and easily distracted by the
problems of others.
Brian can be quite disorganised, distracted, turning up late for meetings, rarely prepared but tries to
catch up within the meeting which irritates his colleagues, who have read the minutes of the last meeting
and completed their tasks. He doesn’t confront poor performance or potential conflict within the team
and often things escalate and require him to spend a huge amount of time and mental energy trying to
sort things out.

TAKE BRIAN…
Brian feels the weight of responsibility – people need him, people keep asking him for help. Even if he
is sick, he still goes into work because things might get held up if he is not there. His team have the
potential to perform at a very high level with a good spread of experience and expertise within the
group. Unfortunately, he micromanages and doesn’t allow team members much scope for development
and growth triggering resentment and discord in the team.
He sleeps well sometimes, although increasingly he wakes during the night and his mind starts running
through all the things he hasn’t done. Sometimes he wakes up really tired and feels awful during the
day. He resorts to large quantities of coffee to keep him going. At night, he sometimes has a few
glasses of wine to help him get to sleep.

TAKE BRIAN…
Tom, Brian’s boss finds Brian a frustrating person to deal with – it is hard to have a complete
conversation with him because his focus is so distracted, jumping from one thing to the other. He rarely
completes anything Tom asks him to do as he is too busy micromanaging the team and Tom usually
ends up asking one of Brian’s team to complete pieces of work. Tom feels that Brian dodges him a lot
and doesn’t have honest conversations with him. Brian never asks for help.
On the other hand however, Tom knows that Brian has so much more to give. He is really experience
and has a wealth of knowledge the company and team really need. Brian himself has admitted that he
wants to do much more meaningful work, but he seems to be stuck in the weeds and cannot seem to lift
himself up. He feels worn out, like it’s not worth the effort and yet, he knows there is so much more to him
than he has had the chance to show.

TAKE BRIAN…
BRIAN HAS OPTIONS. RESPONDING TO AN
OUTREACH BY TOM THEY AGREE ON A
LEADERSHIP VITALITY COURSE WHERE HE
DECIDES TO FOCUS ON:

TAKE BRIAN…
• Physical Resilience – to learn how important it is to eat well, build better habits to improve sleep. Realise how
exercise can improve his focus, memory and sleep and ultimately his ability to be productive.
• Cognitive Resilience – learn tools to help him prioritise his work, to delegate more, to assign time to do deep
work. He will learn how to manage his time, how to control the controllables and not waste time worrying and
ruminating. He will be setting goals, developing action plans and getting through his to-do list.
• Emotional Resilience - he will become more self-aware, notice that he is very uptight at times and that he uses
food and drink in a way that does not help him to be more energetic, healthy and vital. He will learn to think
about why he doesn’t say no, how to have difficult conversations and how to manage potential conflict before it escalates.
He will learn how to use his natural energy to motivate himself and his team and to drive results though his team. He will begin
to trust his team, build new leaders under him and be less frantic. He will manage his fears, have
the courage to push himself forward in the organisation and develop his own brand of Leadership Vitality.
• Spiritual Resilience - Brian will spend some time thinking about what is working well in his life, how much he
appreciates it and what his career purpose is. He will build more time into his life for the things that really
excite him – developing his leaderships skills but also himself.

TAKE BRIAN…
Brian will finish the course with:
• A blueprint of his own goals in his career and life, finding equilibrium in life and enjoying
his job and his colleagues more. He will recognize his strengths and use them more.
• The ability to contribute to the organisation, connecting more widely internally and taking
on projects and tasks that bring a higher value to the company.
• Better organisational skills, thinking more about what meetings he attends and taking the
time to bring himself up to speed so he can contribute at a higher level.
• Clarity on his personal goals and his ability to bring his best to what he does. He will
be operating at optimum – physically, emotionally, cognitively and spiritually.

************************************************************************************************

IF THE EXPERIENCES OF ANNE, LOUISE OR BRIAN RESONATE WITH YOU,
THEN TAKE A LOOK AT THESE 4 RESILIENCE TIPS TO HELP YOU GET
STARTED

TOP 4 TIPS FOR A RESILIENT YOU

TOP TIPS FOR A RESILIENT YOU
When we consider Resilience we think about “bouncing back” from some kind of adversity, be it a
disappointment or a major life event. But it’s far more than that. Resilience is our capacity to withstand
adversity, to learn from it and to “bounce forward” in our lives – wiser, strong and with greater
capacity for difficulties.
We are all resilient to one extent or another, and often we surprise ourselves with how we manage
something hard. But sometimes we lack the capacity to deal with something for an extended period of
time. Maybe we manage for a while, but then it all becomes too much.
When we feel overwhelmed, it is when “the situation at hand is perceived to be far greater than our resources
to deal with it”.
But the truth is that we do have the resources. We’ve just not accessed them in a while or we haven’t
built up our “muscle of resilience” to be strong enough to cope in times of difficulty. Small practices and
ways of thinking and feeling, practiced regularly can give us the resources we will need when that crisis
strikes.

4 POINTERS TO GET YOU STARTED:
1. Rest: Think of your brain like a muscle. It operates best with cycles of challenge and rest. You are
not a computer. Plan your working day in periods. Each person will have a different attention span
(from less than a minute to an hour). Work out what a good rhythm is in your job. Between formal
breaks which are important to take advantage of schedule brief micro-breaks. You may like to relax
your eyes and breath slowly, stretch, get up and fetch some water. Remember the importance of good
sleep, posture and nutrition. A powernap after lunch can be an effective way to reduce mental fatigue
through the afternoon.
2. Focus: Information density today can easily lead to feeling overwhelmed. Multitasking is very
unproductive so even if you are under pressure, focus on one thing while keeping the list of other things
"out of mind" until complete. Taking time to rest and rejuvenate between tasks is essential. Time and task
management helps. Relaxed effectiveness is the goal. Set a 45 minute timer and resist all other
distraction until the end of that work period. You will be surprised at what you will achieve!

3. Reflect: Those who do make time to reflect can develop their self awareness very quickly. After a
meeting, just take 5 minutes to consider how it went. Did you listen well? What did you notice about
yourself during the meeting? Did you get angry or upset, feel cut out or very important. What caused
those feelings and how did you react? Did your reaction help or hinder you during the meeting? Did
you come out of the meeting feeling content or regretful?
4. Breathe: Find a practice to help focus the mind, build positive emotion, and generate vagal tone
(increased heart rate variability) through good posture and diaphragmatic breath. We recommend
learning about some options and practicing until you find one that works for you. The key is to do a little
every day. Even 5 minutes. Simply sitting upright and breathing well is a great start. Extend the time as
your mind becomes stronger. This helps you to develop “Tactical Bounce” – a method of recovering
yourself during the day, responding rather than reacting and keeping calm to make better decisions.

NEXT STEPS
So, what does all this mean for you? Well, if you can recognise yourself in all or part of the situations
faced by Anne, Louise and Brian, then it makes sense to prepare, invest in yourself and actively set
about learning how you can influence what happens next. How exciting is that? Your preparedness
based on following these Top 4 Tips, will ensure that the path to change will be easier.
Any meaningful change process takes time. You might also discover some challenges along the way,
that might be difficult for you to resolve on your own. That’s where the insight and experience of an
experienced leadership and behavioural coach can be invaluable as they work with your interests and
well- being in mind.
❖ Supporting you, challenging you and holding you accountable for implementing the changes you
want to embed in your life. A confidential, non-judgmental and experienced leader to
accompany you on your leadership journey.

NEXT STEPS
Barbara at EQ.ie has designed multi-disciplinary courses to suit diverse needs, just like those of
Anne, Louise and Brian … you can choose from:
❖ Employee Support Course – Measure resilience assets and risks with the diagnostic, 3 one to one
confidential coaching sessions, access to the online course - a self-service 90-day course designed to
guide you on how to bounce forward and live life at altitude, and a diagnostic at the end of the
course. Phone app for goal setting, tracking and daily tips to keep you focused on building resilient
habits.
❖ Individual Course – Resilient You! Resilience and Vitality – a self-service 90-day course designed
to guide you on how to bounce forward and live life at altitude.
❖ Leadership Course for Women – Resilient H.E.R - Leading with Head, Emotional Intelligence and
Resilience – (designed for Louise) with added features across including EQ Assessment, Resilience
Assessment at start and on completion, Phone app, 5 Coaching Sessions, Leadership Styles
assessment, boosting your ability to lead at a higher altitude! Addressing some of the challenges for
women at leadership level and helping them to communicate and articulate their leadership brand.

NEXT STEPS
❖ Leadership Course – Lead with V.E.R.V.E - Leadership Vitality – (designed for Brian) with added
features across 90-days including EQ Assessment, Resilience Assessment at start and on completion,
Phone app, 5 Coaching Sessions, Leadership Styles Determination, boosting your ability to lead at a
higher altitude! Exploring Vitality, Emotional Intelligence, Resilience, Vision and Endurance.
Determining your leadership brand and planning your future.
❖ Career Course – Career Vitality Course (the perfect fit for Anne) – a Resilience course with
additional features including Resilience Assessment at start and on completion after 90-days, Skills
Audit, Career Drivers Assessment and 3 coaching sessions and a phone App to assist accountability.

THE RESULTS
If you are ready to change how you manage yourself and others, to become aware of what
causes you stress and anxiety, to learn how to master that, to develop greater emotional
intelligence, ensure your thoughts support you and set bigger personal and professional goals to
help you make great decisions, then these are the outcomes you can expect:•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognise your strengths and risk areas for development
Prioritise work, schedule deep work and conquer your to-do list
Build a long-term strategy for your leadership or career, set goals, take action
Manage those difficult conversations with team members and manage conflict
Build strong professional relationships which will support and empower you
Develop emotional intelligence and leadership skills
Manage your fears, keep a sense of perspective and stop worrying

THE RESULTS
• Have a sense of your value system so that decisions are easier to take and align to
• Develop your authentic leadership, and self. Use your confidence and people skills to inspire, motivate
and influence those around you
• Look after your well-being – manage your stress, eat well, exercise and manage better rest
and relaxation. After all, you cannot pour from an empty cup.
Ultimately, learn how to bounce forward, how to navigate adversity, learn from mistakes and
emerge better, stronger and more energetic than before.

ABOUT EQ.IE
Barbara Nugent built her high-performance career having excelled academically and following her
passion for 20 years as a Senior Finance Executive in multinational organisations, European Public
organisations and Irish industry and accountancy practices.
Barbara has a unique blend of practical business experience in organisations of varying sizes, coupled
with a background of mentoring and coaching people to achieve their best potential. Understanding the
pressures of working in busy companies, across departmental and cultural lines, Barbara coaches
individuals and teams to work to a higher level. Her focus is on real and tangible results that deliver
value to the individual and in the workplace.
Her qualifications include:
MSc in Business Practice - University College Cork
Post-Grad Diploma in Executive
Coaching (First Class) IMI/UCC
Post-Grad Diploma in Leadership
(First Class) UCC/IMI
www.eq.ie for further information
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